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Critique of Antitrust Laws
By Michael Giorgino

"Bitter Coffee" Returns
By Harry Kassakhian
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Parking: the
Perpetual Plague
Writer Bethany Nelson is the law student
representative on the campus parking
committee
Does your class schedule have
you missing your favorite soaps? Not to
worry, USD has its own saga going on
right here. Parking.
Navigating the numerous gripes,
myths and construction obstacles ~an
leave students to wonder what is really
going on. The bottom line is that students
feel they cannot find reasonably accessible
parking. How valid is this claim and what
is being done in response? ·
Students say their complaint is
simple: arrive after 10 a.m and there is no
guarantee of finding a parking space that
ensures them of arriving on time to class.
The problem is magnified when
students must rush to campus from work
or are trying to squeeze an important oncampus interview into thefr afready over-

booked schedules.
The numbers tell part
of the story. According to a
census conducted last month,
4,238 parking spaces exist on
campus, and 7,200 permits
were sold, according to admin- .
istration officials. The permits
include those sold to evening
students as well as to faculty
and staff.
Constructi<in on cam~
pus will eventually create new
spaces but currently cuts into
the available parking officials
. .
.
.
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nicks ·urp students-next
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carts.
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for Peace will be completed in about 18 Association, the law school has one stu- looking fQr information, responses, and
months and will open up about 200 spaces, dent representative on the un~versity solutions, Shields was' not encouraged.
but it contributes to a loss of 50 to 100 Parking Committee, the administration's
'1 was really startled ·by how
unresponsive and inaccessible the system
spaces while construction takes place. channel of communication.
Completion of the Jenny Craig Center,
. Last semester Pat Shields, ·a 4L was to something that has a vital irµ.pact on
slated for the fall, will open up around 80 evening student, filled this seat, becoming the [legal] education we are trying to get , "
spaces.
the student most in touch with the pcµ-king she said. "I spent hours and hours on this
Through

the

Student

Bar

problem.
After spending last semester

Pease see "Parking" on Page 2

Free and For-a-Fee Resources

Take Sting from Job Search

By Soo Song

Staff Writer

selors say that with the addition of a new
website for students to access prospective
jobs via the Internet, searching for jobs of
late has eased.
Career Services Director Susan
Benson said the website was developed in
collaboration with the Student Bar
Association. Students can acc.ess job list- ·
ings for law clerk positjpns, m1emsh~ps,
externships and public interest positiops.as
soon as they are submitted by prospective
employers.
The site is
located at
"http://www.acusd.edu/csjobs/students,"
but students must obtain a password
before being able to access the website.
Students can e-mail Benson at 11lawcareers@acusd.edu."
.
There is also the resume drop,
though some students have complained
that the process can be somewhat unfair.
"The problem [with the resume
drop] is that the same 20 or 30 students get
interviewed," one 2L said, asking to
remain anonymous. "And there's nearly
300 people in our class."
Benson pointed out that the fall
and spring resume drops can still be a good

Visiting the dentist. Watching a
colleague roll up in a new BMW. Being
forced to watch "Friends." Job hunting.
From this list, pick the least painful.
Yeah, join the club.
It's the continuous rite of passage
for most law students. It's the end result of
countless hours in the library, attending
class, annoying your friends by doing
, commentary during shows like "Ally
McBeal" and "The Practice", etc.
A job.
Most will tell you in order to, get
one, you need to look for one. And you
thought the whiny antics of Ross . and
Chandler were mind-numbing.
There are a few routes to take in
order to facilitate this very mundane task.
Not too far from home, and still free
(unlike the for-payment job resources discussed below), there is the law school's
career center.
Despite the dissatisfaction some
students have expressed, it remains a
resource for students. Career center coun- Please see "Jobs" on Page 2
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Borman used "findlawjob.com," an UCLA - nearly twice as many as in past
way for .s~dents to fo 9k at a w·iae spectrum internet-based service that helps students put years.
of pot~ntfal jo~s. ~ : · • . . • . . ,
, : ~, , _ . , t~gett:er a resu~e,:c~ver ~etter an~ provides
For other positions, Benson noted
· 'There . is ·a broadening of . tije ~: addresse~ __IJ~d contact mfo~at10n. All that timing is important.
resumes submitted [through the resume B~rma~ d1d·was put the letters m envelopes
For judicial externships, applying a
drop]," Benson said. "Law firms can have _ ~·ma1 ! ~he1?~ off._ ~S> a. ~e~~lt, -Berm~ gar-. semestei: ahead of tl;ie semester one wants to
varied needs in terms of who they want to nered a pos1t~on with a law firm in Los extern is· ~ritical, she said. For example, ~tuhire. \'
Angeles for this summer.
.
dents should apply at the start of the spring
B~n:;;on poi,nts put .tpa} fmp.s· often
.
~~-~~e~ts_ a!so . a~~ _inte~ested in, semester for a summer judicial externship.
look at a student'.s past .work experience, opporlumties tHat do 'not folfow the 1ng flifil ',
· • · ~Mdst agency·internships also work
whether they have any special skills, licenses or corporate·sector path.
the same way in terms of timing.
or degrees. This may be particularly applicaFor these kinds of public interest
Benson added that. 95 percent oflaw
ble to first year evening students who are law positio_ns, Benson said that though firms said strength of ·presence during the
looking for jobs during the summer after their Career Services puts together a public inter- interview was important.
first year:
est law organizations list, there are few
As for third year students who have
not yet found a suitable position, Benson
The resume drop can also be time- opportunities in San Diego.
"Unfortunately, students have to warns that students should not panic.
consuming. As a result, a growing number of
students have chosen to go with a fee-based look for [most public interest law positions]
"Students will make it through the
job search service.
on their own," she said.
job search just as they made it through other
"I decided to pay someone else to do
However, nearly 20 USD students periods of anxiety such as LSATs and the law
the footwork for me," 2L Greg Borman said. participated in the recent Southern California school admissions process," she said.
Law School Public Interest Law Fair at
~'Parking"

from page I ·

and I didn't really have a feeling
that anyone respected me, or
respected students, or really gave
a damn about it."
Before her first parking
meeting of the fall, Shields said
she attempted to contact the
administration to discuss the
problem, but her efforts to contact university president, Dr.
Alice Hayes were in vain.
Shields also tried to
contact the president by email,
asking her to respond to why student parking permits had been
oversold and offered nine student
suggestions to deal with the parking problem, but to this date still
has not received a reply.
Law
school
Dean
Daniel B. Rodriguez said he was
quite frustrated by the law
school's parking situation.
"This year it's become
clear that they gave out many
more permits than ever before,
and the undergraduates are flooding the parking garage;" he said.
"I passed along to the campus
administration what law students
have suggested to me, but it did-

.. - -···· - --- ----------~1
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Parking services runs new permit.
n't seem that the university was
Other plans Epstein and
all that more receptive that a two 32-passenger shuttles from 7
dean said it than that anybody a.m. until 7 p.m. that leave Barnett said they are working on
roughly every seven minutes include:
else said it."
Dean Rodriguez added from the West Lot, bringing stu- - adding more safety lighting to
that with - few readily available dents to the fountain at the center campus to protect students who
have a far walk to their vehicles;
options for improving matters, of campus.
For students who would - creating more spaces in existing
his advice to students is to keep
putting the pressure on the cam- like to park there but remain on lots. They estimate in the
campus past 7 p.m., Public Camino-Founder's lot there is
pus administration.
"It may look like I'm Safety offers an escort service. room for 6 more spaces, and in
passing the buck, but the most Students who call Public Safety the lot by the law school there is
important thing is that the univer- will have a patrol car pick them room for 4 if motorcycle parking
is consolidated;
sity needs to continue to hear up and drive them to their car.
Barnett and Epstein - creating additional parking
from the students on this issue,"
added that there is discussion structures within the next five
he said.
years; and
In an interview last about making the West Lot free.
week, Director of Public Safety Another directive the campus - forming a shuttle service from
Larry Barnett and Director of Parking Committee is working the Old Town Trolley Station.
At the December meetParking Services Dave Epste.in on is making sure faculty and
outlined suggestions and plans to staff are forced to pay up for their ing of the Parking Committee, it
parking tickets, instead of rec~iv- was suggested that the lot behind
improve the parking situation.
They stressed that the ing amnesty as often has been the LRC be made into a metered
- lot with 2 or 3-hour spaces. This
West Lot on campus is never full.' done, they said.
"This
time
there
will
be
would allow students to come for
Many students say they do not
know where the West Lot is or ' a follow up," Epstein said. He one class and then leave for
that it exists, however. The lot is added that when a faculty or staff work.
The 11ext parking comlocated at the lower entrance member accumulates five unpaid
mittee
meeting
is Feb. 11.
parking
tickets
since
January
1,
onto campus at the bottom of
Students
with
suggestions
should
1998,
which
are
at
least
37
'days
Linda Vista Avenue. There are
376 spaces in the lot and on a old, their vehicle will be towed. drop a note in Bethany Nelsons
daily basis about half are not If they have one-'unpaid ticket student mailbox.
they will not be allowed to get a
taken, Barnett said.
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Law Review Announces Newbies
Congratulations to
the following students who
have been invited to become
provisional members of the
San Diego Law Review by
being in the top 5% of their
class at the end of the fall
1999 semester.
Mr. Martin R. Bader
Mr. Sean D. Burdick
Ms. Donna L. Clement
Mr. Alex M. Cohen
Mr. Brian C. Harty

Mr. Thomas J. Hindman

News 3

Phi Alpha Delta Extends Membership Application Deadline
By Amy M.Au
Staff Writer

Mr. Joshua A. Jessen
Ms. Kelly A. Leggio
Ms. Katherine L. Parker
Ms. Katherine S. Pasieta
Ms. Karin Pizer
Mr. James H. Pyle
Ms. Kathryn G. Roth-Douquet
Mr. Thomas D. Sone
Mr. Mark A. Stirrat
Ms. Jeanne M. Warren
Ms. Yvonne Zylan

Due to the number of
events scheduled for Spring and
Summer, Phi Alpha Delta (PAD)
is extending the application
deadline to Thursday, February
17.
Along with the usual
community service and social
events, more special events are in
the works. PAD and Bar Review
will co-sponsor a charity event

where law students can have fun
and still give back to the community. PAD will a\so sponsor the
"How to Choose Second Year
Classes" seminar before Fall
2000 registration.
On August 2 to 6, PAD
will send participating members
to the 53rd Biennial Convention
in Miami Beach, Florida.
And on the docket is the
Charity Ball scheduled in mid to
late September.
This event
would benefit a nonprofit organization, such as "Choose or

Lose," in light of the presidential
election. Invitees will include
local law firms, corporations,
politicians and media. This event
could produce significant publicity for the USD School of Law.
If you want to help or
have any suggestions, please
attend the next General Session
on Wednesday, February 16 at
noon. Food will be provided.
For those who cannot attend, a
make-up meeting is scheduled
for Thursday, February 17 at 5
p.m., rooms are to be announced.

DON'T twT tAW SCHOOt
DRrv~ You CRUvf

REASONS WHY You· MusT ,ATTEND •••
1$1" Learn How to Improve Your Grades from a Recognized
Iii!" Learn How to Properly
Expert-Professor Jeff A. F]eming
Interpret Calls of Questions
~Learn Effective Exam Problem-Solving, Te.c fJniques.... ,
· !¥'.·Learn How to Develop
r$1' Learn the Difference Between Essay and Multistate
Successful Legal Arguments

Strategy
~Learn the Difference Between the A,B and C Essay
r~ Student Will Write Two E:x,ams for Critique
~ L ·e arn In-Depth Issue Spotting Methods
~Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues
~Learn Comprehensive Outlining/ Organizational

Strategies

(Fact to Element Analysis)
iii!"' Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis
Iii!" Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook
and Legal Exams
re" Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and
'
Study Time
lit' Learn How to Write the Superior Answer

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS
SAN DIEGO

ORANGE COUNTY

• All sessions wil1 be given llve in the Auditorium at the
California Western School of Law, 350 Cedar St., San Diego.

• All sessions will be given live at Hope International University (fonnerly Pacific Christian College), 2500 E. Nutwood
Ave. at Titan, Fullerton (across from Cal State Univ. Fullerton), Room 2 I 5A. Course lecturer for this sessloH oHly: Professor
Mara Felger, Attorney at Law, Legal Education Consultant.

• Saturday, February I 9, 2000 : Noon-6 :00 ·pm
• Sunday, February 20, 2000 : Noon-6:00 pm

SAN MATEO

• Saturday, February 26, 2000 :
9:00 am - 12:30 pm, I :30 pm -4:00 pm
• Sunday. February 27, 2000 :
9:00 am - I 2:30 pm, I :30 pm -4 :00 pm

ORANGE COUNTY

CLOVIS

Los

ANGELES

• Saturday. March I I . 2000 :
Q:OO am - 12:30 pm, I :30 pm -4:00 pm
• Sunday, March I 2, 2000 :
Q:OO am - I 2 :30 pm, I :30 pm -4:00 pm

• All

~eo;coions will be given llve at the Ramada Hotel. 6333
Bri~tol r>;ukway, Culver City, in the Projection Room .

• All sessions will be given at America 's Books, 725 I Street.
Sacramento. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

RIVERSIDE

• Saturday, March 18, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm
• Sunday, March 19, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm

• Saturday, March 18, 2000 : IO:OO am-4:00 pm
•Sunday, March 19, 2000 .: ·JO:OO am-4 :00 pm

• All sessions will be given at the :Ventura College of
Law, 4475 Market Street, Ventura, Room 9. VIDEO
PRESENTATION.

• All sessions will be given llve at Hope International
University (formerly Pacific Christian College), 2500
E . Nutwood at Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from
Cril. State Univ., Fullerton), Second Floor, Room 205.

• Saturday, March 18, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm
• Sunday. March 19, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm

VENTURA

• All sessions will be given live at the Villa Hotel. 4000
S . El Camino Real, San Mateo.

• Saturday, March 4, 2000 :
9:00 am- I 2:30 pm, I :30 pm-4:00 pm
• Sunday, March 5, 2000 :
9:00 am - I 2:30 pm, I :30 pm - 4:00 pm

SACRAMENTO

• Saturday, March 18, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm
• Sunday, March 19, 2000 : Noon - 6:00 pm

•All sessions will be · held at California Southern School
of Law, 3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number
will be posted on the day of the seminar. VIDEO
PRESENTATION.

•Saturday, March 18, 2000: 9 :00 am-3:00 pm
•Sunday, March 19, 2000: 9:00 am-3:00 pm

k

• All sessions will be given at the San Joaquin College of
Law. 901 5th St., Clovis, Room 201. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

Endorsed (Jy t fie
Williston Senate Delta Theta Phi

No Tt1pe Recordluq Penultted

;\.--

,t,,-

No E:t"ce r1llo11$ Made

tion $160.00 per person• $135.00 Group Rat:e
t
ye.-Regis
ra
5
P
space
Guarantees
Registration at Door
$170.00
(,.bOOk

& WOYfC

(Group Rate available to groups of
who register together
at least one week before the desired seminar.)
<•fsp•ceAv•ll•b•e>:
Course Availa6le 6y Mail Order for $170.00 <plus tax. shipping s. frandllng)

Students who pre-register for the Writing Course and June 2000 Baby Bar Review
($125.00 Deposit Required) will be given a $50 Discount Off tfte Regular Writing Course Price

Course Lecturer:
PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING
Attorney at Law + Legal Education Consultant
For the past eighteen years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career to the
developmenl of legal preparatory seminars designed solely 10 aid Law Students and
Bar Candidates In exam wrlling techniques and substantive Jaw.
Professor Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep
Seminars and First, Second and Third Year Law School Exam Solutions" He Is the
Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer
of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars involving inlensive
exam writing techniques designed to train the Jaw student to write the superior answer.
rle is the Founder anci Lecturer of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition. Professor Fleming Is the Publisher of lhe
rerfornian~ Exam Solulion" and Multislate Examination Workbook. the creator of The Exam Solution Tape Series.'" which
aids law students In exam preparation, the Author of the Examination Writing Workbook, Volume I. the Essay Examination
Writing Workbook. Volume 2, the Essay Examination Writing Workbook. Volume 3. and the Essay Examination Writing
Workhnok. Volume 4 Thrse are available In legal. bookstores throughout the United Slates.
Profe"or Fleming has delerminetl that the major problem for mosl law students is weak analytical skills. Most students
rnn lemn the Jaw. but application of the law is a stumbling block under exam conditions. Professor Fleming has structured his
programs to include both substantive law and legal analysis training. This provides the combinalion necessary for the
development of a better prepared and skillful Jaw student and Bar candidate. These courses have made it possible for
1ho11sands of law students to improve their grades and ultimately pass th.e Bar exam.

Registration Form

(Please Type or Printl

C l t Y = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State: - - - Zip: - - - - Telephone: ( _ _ __

Law S c h o o l ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Number of Semester In Which Currently Enrolled: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Graduation Date: - - - - -

Workshop Location/Date to be A t t e n d e d = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Form of Payment:

0 Check
U

Credit

0 Money Order

Mn~lcrCard

U Vl!l'n

U

fMakt Payable to: Fleming's Fundamentals Of Lilw)
Dl~cover

U Amerlcnn

Expre~~

Card#:-------------~- C:redlt Card Expiration D a t e : - - - - -

Driver's License#: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Slftnature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ D a t e : - - - - -

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS OF LAW
23166 Los Alisos Blvd .. Suite 238, Mission Vlefo, California 92691
California Toll Free: I (800) lAW EXAM
e-mail: flemlngs I@aol.com

949n70-7030
+

Fax: .949/454-8556

www.lawprepare.com
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BILL GATES SHRUGGED: A Critique of Antitrust Laws
(with apologies to Ayn Rand)
ruling. 2,500 shareholders and the entire
board and management were assembled.
The international press hovered
in the rear, barred by strict orders of the
chairman from the front tier, which was
reserved for the company's most loyal
workers and longest-term stockholders.
Bill Gates walked in precisely at
Noon, and strode purposefully to the
podium.
It was suddenly apparent to
everyone just how young this industrial
giant was. They sensed a magnificent
innocence, an untroubled purity in his
manner--a pride which is serene, not
aggressive. More than anything else, his
face was utterly devoid of guilt.
"Good afternoon. I have called
you here today to tell you that I am
resigning as Chairman of Microsoft, Inc.,
effective immediately."
A gasp was heard in the audience, and

By Michael Giorgino
Staff Writer

Microsoft's general counsel
waited impatiently. He was not accustomed to being kept waiting by the ' boy
genius' inside.
He glanced at the clock over the
silent, older woman who guarded the
entrance to his office. He could not
understand why her quiet, purposeful efficiency annoyed him so much at this
moment.
"Who is he in there with?" he
snapped.
"The gentleman did not give his
name, but Mr. Gates knew he was coming," she calmly replied.
"This is one helluva time to be
chatting with old friends."
"Oh, they:_ve.n_ever met. They
introduced themselves when he
went in."
BffTliltNF:ml%M.NlJ$[ Hatml!@JWFi tt Ishouts of
"He must be fishing
for something. Ever since Bill [ :! rnffiilll:f):jfil!ttffi!J.j(i;j];ffi'N~J!irnfitfilrnl]i[;(Ji,j
created that charitable trust,
money grubbers have been
. from his
rn:tI:Eiim :;rnm::;rn;r:: 1 mrnrnl~~rnmm:; I lseat to
coming out of the woodwork."
"No," she replied,
approach the
"He's not one of those . . . it's
microphone,
strange."
but Gates

rmmmammnmmmsmiimmm·

trnmm,

11111111111111·.
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"What?"
continued.
"He was the most self- I]
"I do
confident, self-assured man I have ever
not want this action .to be misunderstood.
seen. He looked like.he was here to colI will state it publicly, for the record.
lect a debt. He had the strangest eyes-I work for nothing but. my own
profit, which I make by selling a product
dark, green and penetrating. He had the
serene look ofa saint--or an executioner." .that they need to those whq ll(e,yvilling
The lawyer breathed an expleand able to buy it.
I developed Windows and
tive. "If he's going to execute someone, I
Microsoft's other-products l!S ~ expreswish he'd get,it over with. I still need to
discuss the judge's findings of fact with
. sion of my own Grf!ativ.e a.QUity. ~ l,wd ,n,Qt;
him, and I've been cooling my heels out
produce them for the benefit of society,
here for three bloody hours."
nor at their expense. Consumers of these
.., '!~uddenly, the door opened.
products, the free men and women who
Gates walked out, took his legal stratestood in line to order Windows '98 while
I was~ being grilled on, <;~pitql ~ill~ ~~a~~
gist's h~d, and said with a distant smile,
"Go home. Call a special meeting of the
with me as equals--by mutual consent.for
mutual advantage."
· · ·
shareholders for Th~day at Noon."
"Just a damn minute, we have to
"I am rich. I made my first bildiscuss this case. There are some hopeful lion dollars in my 30's. I am proud of
signs in the ruling. Fairness dictates that
every penny I own, because I have earned
the government should cut us a decent
it.
I have made my money through
break, given your commitment to the
overriding social purposes ..."
the voluntary consent of every man I
Gates held up his hand, and the
dealt within my life--the first man who
lawyer stopped. He saw a look of
hired me when I was starting out, those
who joined me in my first commercial
uncompromising determination on the
Microsoft chairman's face that he had
enterprise, those who freely work for me
seen previously only when scientific or
now, and those who buy my products."
technical matters were at stake--never in a
. • 1'All tnY life: f accepted the moral
social context.
code that it is good to live for the sake of
"What did he say to you?"
others. In church, schools, and from our
government, I heard that the goal of one's
Gates just smiled, this time
brightly.
life is self-sacrifice.
On Thursday, all of Redmond
"Ask not what your country can
was talking about the case, and how the
do for you; ask what you can do for your
company would respond to the antitrust
country." I didn't question that code.

I worked hard and offered my
best effort in return for: his.
best effort to others, expecting the same
It is not a particular state _policy I
challenge today; it is their moral premise.
in return. When these government troubles began, my wife and I were advised
If it is now the belief of my fellow men,
to show the public that we had their best
who call themselves the federal governinterests in mind. I thought I had done
ment, that they demand sacrificial victhat with our products, unleashing unlimtims, then I say: The public be damned!
ited human potential in information sysI will have no part of it."
tems and mass communications.
Suddenly, his wife was at his
However, with all the wealth we
side. They looked into each others eyes,
had amassed, I thought it also would be
and knew it was time to leave.
beneficial to support worthy charities.
The general counsel blocked his
Who would not like to have the economic exit. "What did that sonofabitch tell ·
power to cure disease and provide educayou?" he snarled.
tional opportunity to the deserving poor?
Gates laughed in recognition.
I have been told that our charita"He asked me if I saw Atlas, the giant
ble donations have been the largest in his- holding the world on his shoulders, blood
tory. I was shocked by the public reacrunning down his chest, knees buckling,
tion. The silence hurt.
struggling to hold up the world with.the
The sneering and ' Its about time' last of his strength, what would I tell him
attitude from so many quarters raised the
to do?
first question in my mind about the
I asked, ' What could he do ...
what would you tell him.' He replied,
morality of a code that preaches self-sacrifice."
simply, ' To shrug."'
"I want to assure our long-term
That evening the plane landed on
workers that their pension plans are
a remote airstrip in Colorado. A small
sound, and all contractual obligations will . band of tall figures waited to greet Gates
be honored. Those who have worked
and his family. At its head was the
with us for less time will be given generintense, confident stranger that had visitous severance bonuses, based upon
ed his office.
seniority.
His green eyes gleamed with
To our loyal shareholders, my
pride as he claimed his greatest conquest.
associates and I will be announcing a ten- He stood beneath a 12 foot golden monuder offer later today, to minimize the
ment--the sign of the dollar. John Galt
impact of this action on your investments. said simply, "Welcome home."
, However, I cannot and will not continue
*
*
*
·to work under a system of arbitrary and
I woke with a start. Ayn Rand's
unjust laws.
Atlas Shrugged was on my nightstand
Microsoft will close its doors.
where I left it. Across my chest was my
Its patents and copyrights will be guarded bound copy her Objectivist Newsletter,~: - ·
against use.
with the following words from 1962 high' ,
We will leave the market open
lighted:
.~J@r ttl~,;· ~~rgpgs' :and..!Jle-goye~~nt, to. , -.. · .. ~Afltitrust, is, "th~ e~~~~~w_.:pf·;,_ ~
fight o.ver_what remains~ The government abilify for being abil1ty, the penalizing ·of "'·
says I·hav~'hurt consu~ers by giving . , s~ccess .for being.success, and the sacn~
them the best product at the lowest . ,.;
.flee of productive genilis to the
price? I am removing the source of that
of envious mediocrity."
:barm,'-~my '!1-.ind--from their reach." ; .. . . ..
, I rea,lize~ 1that it wa~_m~~!Y ! .,,..
"The heart of the altruistic code - dream~-Bill Gates had not quit. ·He conis the idea that we.do not have a right to
tinues to adhere to the code of self-sacrilive for our own sakes. I am here to tell
flee that has condemned him and every
you today that I do, and that I will not
other businessman iii America to second
class status.
deal with persons on any other basis.
Do you hear me, Washington? I
He has given 17 billion dollars
refuse to accept as guilt the fact of my
to such causes as finding a cure for AIDS
own existence and the fact that I must
and educating minority children, yet tl)ere ·
work in order to support it.
have been no Gay Pride parades in his
defense; professional civil rights activists
I refuse to accept as guilt that I
am a businessman; that I make money;
have not organized prayer vigils in
that I create wealth.
Redmond for their benefactor.
. ~ I refuse to accept as guilt the fact
The cover of a national magathat·I -aril better a~le to accoll\plish these
zine portrays Bill Gates as a silly, prideful
things than my neighbors, and that tliey
balloon, which little hands are eager to
are willing to pay me accordingly.
prick.
No, altruism is .a rapacious crediI refuse to ~pologize (or my suctor-it demands everytlimg one owns, and
cess--my ability:-or my money."
still is not .satisfied The businessman's
"I see now that the'public good
was never the purp~se' of my work. It
original sin is ability:
kind of man my
was always-. to C;iffer
See "Antitrust Laws" continued on page 7
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Wordy, Rude, Inarticulate:
The Art of Writing Rejection Letters

Did the firm review the resume and cover phenomena.
Considering that many government agenletters? The letter stated that the firm was unable
to consider the application. However, the next
cies claim that they are inadequately funded, it is
surprising that the government turns away highlysentence stated that there were job openings at the
educated volunteers, while showering civil service
Law students who write directly to law
firm, but the firm chose other candidates. How
employees with a plethora of expensive benefits
firms, with the simple wish of working after gradcould they choose other candidates without conand the privilege of de facto life-long employsidering my letter and resume? The very act of
uation, quickly learn that every action causes an
ment.
equal and opposite reaction. For every letter,
choosing usually involves considering candidates.
resume and transcript a law student sends, the stuEven a student who is not enrolled in
An accurate letter would state: "Our firm
Professor Wonnell's "Law and Economics" course
dent will receive a rejection letter.
is over a century old and our hiring policies are as
can ascertain that only organizations that are
Recrµiting coordinators, associates and
ossified as our oldest partner, a gentleman who
hiring partners who write rejection letters are not
wrote the amicus curiae brief for the Dred Scott
immune from market forces can dissuade highlyeducated volunteers from providing free services.
William Safire. Although rejection letters are
decision. We know virtually nothing about your
printed on high quality paper with impressive letlaw school. None of the partners at our firm
However, the public agencies that reject
volunteers are not the greatest mystery of the
terhead, these letters often contain serious gramattended your school. The only associate at our
melancholy world of rejection letters. The "unso·
firm, who is a graduate of your school, is also a
matical errors.
One firm sent this columnist a letter that
major client's nephew. Thus, if we hire any more
licited rejection letter" is the grand mystery of law
school life.
contained the phrase: "We not hire now." Even
attorneys who attended your school, our firm will
After mailing dozens of cover letters and
grammatically correct rejection letters may conlose its national reputation for snobbery and exclutain awkward·and pained sentences.
resumes, a student may receive rejection letters
siveness."
from fmns in distant cities that the strident did not
For instance, many law firms claim that
One of the best rejection letters is the
write to. A rejection letter from a law firm in
"At this point in time we will have to terminate
classy "unlikely possibility of unemployment" letthe employment seeking relationship that you
ter. This single sentence can actually warm an
Manhattan, New York, stated, "Thank you for
wish to pursue with us." The word "termination"
unemployed law student's heart during the chilly
your interest in our fmn. Unfortunately, we are
not hiring."
· is a euphemism for firing a person. The law stuNovember of rejection.
dent requested an interview, not a "termination" of
This coveted rejection letter states,
Unsolicited rejections are not the product
any relationship, since there is no relationship.
"Although it is highly unlikely that a candidate
of a diabolical scheme to destroy a student's self
The firm's use of "termination" language borders
esteem. Sometimes an attorney is truly impressed
with your impressive credentials will not find a
on rudeness.
suitable position, we will keep your resume on file by a resume, and forwards the resume to attorneys
In addition, "At this point in time" is a
at other law firms. The resume finds itself in the
for future reference." Whether the law firm will
tired phrase. Obviously, rejection letter writers do truly contact the law student is irrelevant. This
recruiting coordinator's pile of cursed, writenot listen to Richard Lederer and Charles
type of vague, indefinite postponement of
direct, resumes. A standard rejection letter is sent
Harrington Elster on National Public Radio's Ianinevitable rejection is preferable to letters that ,
to the law student, who now carries the added burden of rejection from finnsthat rejected him or
' curilY ·"terminate emptoyment tliscussions" or ·
guage program, "A Way With Words."
Although rejection letters are verbose,
insincerely claim "lackrofresources." · ·
her before he or she has even applied. The bewilmany of these letters are also inaccurate. A large,
Rejection letters from public agencies.are dered law student imagines a Kafkaesque nationalespecially bothersome. A public agency interly circulated list of law students that firms "presuccessful law firm that arranged over $5 billion
in mergers_and acquisitions wrote, "We are unable views law students for unpaid, volunteer positions. emptively" reject.
· : The public agency sends a rejection letter lo the
, Nevertheless, lawrstudents can draw
to grant you an interview due to limited
1
1
inspiration from other profes$ions. These who
resow#s:" The. rejection letter did'ilot clai:ify ' • • <; law:sru:denh ··~e letter ~'ntain& ·t h6 s~ntence RWe
why "tlie
lla<l liinlt~d resomcef' Are the att6r~~" - ar~. iinal51e tB~nire you:ri':'Webt~er; collegiate·; .,, ... aspire to become successful artists, poets, novel?~ex~, hu~p~~4J~. ~~~p~d and unc?m,f~rta?Je .,
pi~ti?.~llJYrdefines the_y~r~~ "h~~" ~: a)_to . ists, dancers, actors and musicians endure a great
offices and forced to di.neon brown-bag lfam · · enga:ge>tl:ie pe~sonal seh>1ces«>ffor a set sum ·(- a · · deal'ofrejection. An associ~te position is \mglamsandwiches? A fmn with a multibillion dollar
new crew), b) to engage the temporary use of for a orous compared to the chall~nges of selling a
screenplay or signing a major record contract.
pf!lCtice has 'unlimited resources.
set sum:" A public agency that rejects an appliRejection letters often contain serious
cant for an unpaid position :is rejectillg'a volilnteei. . Yet,' the success of any endeavor, including ·the
contradictions. One letter stated, "Our hiring
There is no "set:sum" involved, because there-is
dreain of legal employment,. requires not only
no payment for the services. . ,
plans' do not make it possible for us to consider
tenacity, but the most important ingredient .. .
hope.
yourapplication." Doesn't the rejection letter
The word "hire" has no place in a public
agency's letter rejecting the student's offer to volprove that the fmn considered the application?
Next Issuc,:: What to do with rejection letters?
The next sentence stated, "We receive ·a large
untee~. But why do public agencies reject volunPapier m!che figurines and sculptures,
number of inquiries, from highly qualified appliteers? State,.county and city agencies .constantly
origami, fireplace tinder and recycling.
cants such as yourself, for a very limited number
clamodor increased funding, and the federal gov'."
of openings." The letter was·hopelessly murky.
emment's bµdget surpluses are a relatively .recent
By Harry Kassakhian
Staff Columnist

tmn
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End Marihuana Prohibition;: ':63,Ye·ars is Enough
By Kenneth M. White .
Section Editor
nal justice system because .of marihuana.
Behind the criminal law is the force and
power of our entire society. A convicted
defendant in the criminal justice system
faces tremendous stigmatization. The
whole populacefabels the person a criminal, a wrongdoer. What power the criminal justice system possesses! An adult .
should not suffer this overwhelming
power when our society does not overwhelmingly admonish the crime. I do not
believe our society admonishes. marihuana.
In 1937 the legislature ofour
great nation enacted a hemp tax. (Note:
Though there is a difference between
hemp and cannabis, the law did not differentiate between the two, and neither
will ·this article. In this author's opinion,
neither industrial use of hemp or recreational or medicinal use of cannabis

shouldbe subject to.the criminaljustfoe
. Why.is .SOJl1ething so innocuous
so, I place my handS in front of me to be
condemned? Do we' honestly believe an . led to prison. Take us all away... Take
system.) Since 1937 our society has :officially condemned marihuana. ·
. adult should s1:1ffer a prison term for marl~ ·away our present and.our future chances
Unofficially, however,.society has <;Qnt,in- hu~11? Jf so, why did so many people
for the pursuit of happiness, which so
used alcohol when the ·Eighteenth.' ··
when President Clinton admitted to trying dent of law I am ;dedicatedJo the pursuit
marihuana? And if we believe adult .use
of truth; there is riothingin this world I
Amendment to the Constltutfon was in
of marihuana is such a scourge to our
take Jl10re seriously. ·The truth .is prohibiforce.
We should learn from oµr.histo~._ society, why. de;> we allow ~dmit!ed us~rs · ~ tion does not work. Call your elected
ry. The "great-experiment", as'.Tue
. ·. ~, to serve in·ouf aimed forces: o'iJ.t.govern- officials today. Let your version of the
truth be heard.
Eighteenth Amendment was called, did · . · ment, and our schools?
not work. In fact, the' Eighteenth
Our nation's current policy
You are represented in the
. Aillendment backfired. In.stead of creat-.
towards marihuana makes no sense. In
Federal Government by: The Honorable
ing a society of peace and harmony, a
California, marihuap.a is our most lucraBrian P. Bilbray of the U.S. House of
society of organized crime ran rampant.
tive crop, yet the state receives no money
Representatives; 1530 Longworth,
From 1920·to 1933 this nation offieially I
from its trade:·-. Instead of addressing the
Washington, D.C. 20515; (202) 225-2040;
condemned alcohol. I don't think there '
truth, we pour dollars into law enforceThe Honorable Barbara Boxer of the .
was a time-when we were more intoxicat'.'" ' ment agencies designed to stop a pheU.S. Senate; 112 Hart Senate Office
ed. Prohibition did not work then, and it' .·· ·nomenon that has existed since before the Building, Washington, D.C. 2051 O; (202)
does not work now.
time Hoinet's Odysseus sailed near "the
:224-3553; senator@boxer.senate.gov; and
·lhave met no person who
coastline.of the Lotos Eaters."
The Honorable Dianne Feinstein of the
My-fellow citizens have used
U.S. Senate; 331 Hart Senate Office
believes an adult should suffer the criminaljustice system for marihuana. Not
marihuana, ·my friends have used mariBuilding: Washington, D.C. 20510; (202)
one person. Yet marihuana is still illegal,
huana; my President has used marihuana,
224-3841; senator@feinstein.seiiate.gov .. ;
and there is an enormous stigma associatand you probably have too.1 Do we
ed with the plant. Why?
belong.in the criminal justice system? If
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A Lack of Honor In USD Law's Honor Court?
By Kenneth M. White and Steve Hartwell
Section Editor and Professor of Law
On Wednesday, January 26, 2000 I spoke with Professor
Hartwell about the University of San Diego School of
Law Honor Court, which interprets the School of Law
Honor Code. What follows is the edited transcript of our
conversation.

How did you get involved in the Honor Court?
I was asked to represent a student maybe six or seven
years ago.

What was the issue in that case?
Plagiarism.

How did the proceedings take place?
I had a clinical psychologist testify that, in her opinion,
the student was disoriented by a series of traumatic life
events and a new culture. She was a foreign student.
The student's plagiarism lacked intent. The student was
found guilty and suspended. I discovered that no faculty had represented students, to my knowledge, for about
fifteen years. Students had volunteered as counsel, but I
felt most were in over their heads.

Have you represented students since?
Yes, about half a dozen since then.

What has been your experience?
Stressful and time consuming, I write an average of
twenty to twenty-five memos per case. The i<lst case
consumed over one hundred hours, and is stiil going on.
Honor Court is more difficult than a trial court.

Why is that?

First, the procedural structure of the Court. Imagine
yourself as a law student in class. Your professor says,
in jurisdiction X, decisions are made by six-person
court; three of the judges are employees of the plaintiff;
the other three are purchasers of the plaintiff's product.
Would any jurisdiction permit such a biased jury? That
is the procedural structure of the Honor Court. Further,
it's' my impression that the three faculty members rarely
want to serve on the Court, and resent the accused and
his council for putting them through something they
don't like. The student Court members are elected, in
my opinion, on the basis that they will prosecute.

a

Second, the Honor Code itself is unintelligible and inco-

herent. For example, section 3.0l(d) reads, "To make
any material misrepresentation as to work toward satisfaction of the mlliimum requirements for grade or credit
[sic] any activity for which credit is given." What does
that mean? I think it has something to do with clinical
credit, but who knows? Section 3.0l(b) defines plagiarism. Does it require intent? It doesn't say. Section
3.0l(e) does require intent. Some judges think that since
3.0l(e) requires intent, 3.0l(b) does not entail intent.
Absent intent, a student may unknowingly reproduce the
words of another, and if the Honor Court finds those
same words elsewhere, anywhere in the world, the student may be guilty of plagiarism.

Third, given the bias of the Honor Court, ambiguities
within the Honor Code are interpreted adversely to the
accused. For example, section 7.03 reads, "Unless five
or more Justices concur in voting 'guilty,' the accused
shall be considered 'not guilty.'" So, if you get two
acquittal votes, the accused should be acquitted. I represented a student for whom two judges found the court
lacked jurisdiction, because the student had transferred
when the complaint was filed. 7.03 should acquit her.
Wrong. The Honor Court concluded that jurisdiction is
an interlocutory issue, and therefore was not subject to
the requirements of7.03 . How can a finding as fundamental as jurisdiction be interlocutory? Let me give you
another example. The Honor Code mandates that certain
standards be met ("shall"), but the Court does not
enforce these sections if enforcement would acquit the
charged student. For instance, one section of the Code
requires that a hearing "shall" take place within a certain
time frame. The Court may fail to meet that standardnot by days, but by weeks-but refuses to dismiss the
complaint on that basis.
Also, there is an issue of privilege. The law provides a
number of situ~tions in which the conversations of
someone charged with wrongdoing are privileged such
that the person with whom the defendant conversed can·n'ot be called io testify. Familiar examples of this privilege are husband and wife, priest and penitent, lawyer
ap.d client~ o~ discussions to col!lpromise.or DJ.ediate a
'dispute. A student who had been charged with an Honor
Code violation"weirr to talk~to Dean Cmie· wn~ori: She
was in no way a percipient witness. She is, however, the
"mother-confessor" in the Law School to whom virtually
everyone gravitates for advice·and help. She is the person you talk to, because you trust her. At the hearing,
the accu~ed 'student said that Dean Wilson had assured, ·
him that everything he might say to her would be held in
confidence. The student said that since he had already
received a copy of the complaint, he would not have
talked to her without this assurance. The Dean said that
she did not recall assuring the accused student of confidentiality, but that she might have since she does give

that assurance from time to time. Over objections of
confidentiality, all six judges rejected any claim of confidentiality, believing that the accused student might have
admitted wrongdoing to the Dean of Students in confidence. The judges concluded that even if they found
that Carrie had given an assurance of confidentiality, that
privilege would not be honored.

Finally, there is a new Court every year. Three new students and typically different faculty are appointed each
year. The new appointees are not familiar with the
Code, which results in two problems. First, th'e Court
doesn't know the procedure. Second, defense council
cannot predict how the Court will interpret the rules.
The Court may be relatively friendly or they may be vindictive. One can only guess.

Are there corrective steps?
Yes. First, the Honor Code has to be re-written so we
can understand the rules. In my opinion the Code has to
be focused on dishonest action. Intent may not matter
for traffic violations, but Honor Codes should deal with
"honor." Violations carry enormous penalties. For
example, in my experience, the Honor Court typically
suspends a student found to have plagiarized for a year.
The student cannot graduate and cannot take the bar, and
if he or she lives in another state, typically cannot enroll
in another school. The student has a sort of de facto
appeal to the Dean, a procedure that is unfair to the Dean
and inconsistent with our basic ideas of jurisprudence.
The Dean, if he or she is conscientious like Dean
Rodriguez, must review all of the pleading and perhaps
listen to the audiotape of the hearing, a task that may
entail eight or more hours of listening. Deans should
devote their time to larger policy issues rather than to the
review of Honor-Court proceedings.
Second, the Court would be less biased if the Dean, in
consultation with Faculty, appointed one judge who
could serve for three years. This person should be someone known to be fair, who knows the rules of the Honor
Code, who wants to serve, and who would rule with consistency. This judge might be given the power to pleabargain, a process that is impossib'knciw but might save
some students a huge amount of grief. The studentjurors ·should be drawn by lot from the student body.
A recent article in the Journal of Lega~ Education reported thafinany law schools fail to adequately teach their
students about plagiarism, but sock them with honor
code proceedings when they break the rules. I am
presently inquiring into schools that have fair and intelligible honor codes. The SBA might want to assist by initiating a student petition to amend our Code.

Conference et al. Comer

1) Water Law Conference
By: ABA Section of Environment,
Energy, and Natural Resources
Where: San Diego, California, U.S.
Grant Hotel
When: February 24-25
Questions? (312) 988-5572
2) Federal Litigation Conference
By: Federal Bar Association
Where: Las Vegas, Nevada
When: February 18-19
Questions? (202) 785-1614

3) Conference on Environmental Law
By: ABA Section of Environment,
Energy, and Natural Resources
Where: Keystone, Colorado
When: March 9-12
Questions? (312) 988-5724
I•
4) Volunteer Jurors Needed
By:, USD Lawyering Skills II mock trial
Where: South Bay Courthouse, Chula
Vista
When: April 17, 18, and 19
To sign up: (619) 260-6843
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Mediation: Blending Psychology and Law
By Sherynn Perry
Staff Writer
I applied for mediation training,
and lucky me, I was accepted. I really
don't mean to sound cynical; in fact, I'm
actually looking forward to a break in my
weekend routine of reading, mesmerizing
note cards, reading, briefing cases, reading, making outlines, and well. .. reading.
Now that I'm committed to
spending my Saturdays and Sundays in
training, I've decided to take a closer
look at this thing called mediation.
In a nutshell, mediation is a
process for resolving disputes.
Successful mediators are able to bring
people's emotions under control resulting

in quick, long lasting, and satisfactory
settlements.
The statistics for successful
mediation are quite impressive. The
American Arbitration Association reports
that over 85% of all mediations result in a
settlement.
Mediators must be able to meet
the needs and situations of various types
of conflicts. Unfortunately, some mediators are inadequately trained. For
instance, sometimes a mediator is an
unpaid volunteer with only three to six
hours of training in a state-funded program.
However, most mediation is
practiced by attorneys who have been
through an intensive forty- hour training
program. In matters such as bankruptcy,

for example, courts generally require that
the mediator have at least ten years of
legal experience.
Although managing dispute resolution is not a field for a novice,
advanced training in law and mediation is
often not enough to ensure successful settlements. Today, professionals are recognizing mediation as an opportunity for
blending the fields of both psychology
and law.
Although most lawyers would
probably agree that their legal training
puts them in an excellent position to protect their clients' interests and rights, they
might concede that a background in psychology would be beneficial in a mediation forum.
This might especially be true in

cases involving children and family. The
emotionally charged atmosphere inherent
in these cases might find stability through
the leadership of an attorney with a background in psychology. Such stability
might be absent under the direction of an
attorney with little understanding of the
complicated discipline of psychology.
Training in both law and psychology may help a mediator be more
cognizant of subtle barriers preventing
some settlements, and also of creative and
effective ways to overcome those barriers.
By utilizing a cross-disciplinary
approach, those who guide parties in
alternative dispute resolution may be able
to work through not only the legal issues,
but the human ones as well.

By Kenneth M. White
Section Editor
:!
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Graduating this year? Worried?
The Sail into Success program, sponsored
by the Office of Alumni and
Development and the Legal Research
Center, can help ease the transition from
student to practicing attorney. The
Program is-designed to hone the skills
necessary for the daily practice of law.
Topics of the program include
Administrative Law, California Practice
Materials, Citing Authority, Law Office

Development for more information.

Intramurals Begin Spring Season
By Frank Cruz
Staff Writer
. For the past two years team
"Bottom 10%" has dominated the law
school's softball and basketball intramural competitive leagues. Going into this
2nd semester season, this 3L team will try
to close out their careers with two more
titles.
Competitive softball is played
every Thursday night, before bar review.
Last semester "Bottom 10%" cruised to
the softball title defeating Team "C2000"
in the championship game. "Bottom
10%" is led by 3L first baseman Harry
Harrison, 3L left fielder Gene
Stonebarger, and the solid pitching of 3L
Marc O:iarski. The team with the best
shot of dethroning "Bottom 10%" is team
"Bitter". "Bitter" showcases the talent of
sure-Qanded shortstop, 2L, Jeff Hood, and
has a strong tandem composed of 2L
pitcher Scott Sanders and 2L catcher
Gary Campi.
Even more popular than softball
during the second semester of intramurals
is the law school basketball league. This
12 team league plays every Sunday from
I I am to 4pm in the USD Sports Center.
"Bottom l0%'s" quest for a second consecutive law school intramural basketbail
title looks to be a daunting task. "Bottom

l0%'s" guard-laden team is led by last
year's league MVP, 3L, Ty Dorward and
the steady shooting of 3L guard John
Matsumoto. "Bottom IO%" defeated
team "Mayhem" in last year's hard fought
championship game. "Mayhem" returns
3L forwards Phil Paturzo, Sean Wamstad
and 3L guard Matt Mahoney.
Our fearless leader, SBA
President Dan Link, will showcase his
talent on team "We Want your Lunch
Money". "Lunch Money" captain, 2L,
Stelios Chrisopoulos has pilfered the
night school's talent by taking lL's Pierre
Smith and Tom Sohn. Always a crowd
favorite, team "Donkey Punch" returns
again this year. "Donkey Punch" features
the psychotic defense of 2L Brian
Fogarty, the strong scoring of 2L guard
Chris Whitney, and have added 2L center
Josh Proctor. Team "Vis Major" hope to
improve on their disappointing 1st round
playoff loss last year to "APALSA." "Vis
Major" rely heavily on their twin towers,
3L Jared Leuck and the immovable
mountain in the middle, 2L, Greg
Daniels. The strongest 1L team looks to
be "Kelly's Heroes." History will tell if
they have what it takes to compete in this
competitive league.
For you non-competitive types,
second semester intramurals also features
co-ed intramural softball.
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The verdict is in. VarsityBooks.com is th~~p
.... ·
40%-on textbooks and ·get them in.. one to- thr~ business days.
should bring a smile to sttiderits of. law~ ht"anyoth~r
sllbi~t~:
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Romance Tips
mysticbeagle.hypennart.net/
• Make love·in places that
you wouldn't usually
make love.

• Try writing her a poem
about how she makes
you feel.
• Meet him at the door
wearing nothing at all.
•

.
Leave little love notes

for her to find in various
places throughout the
day.

• Slow dance with her in
your living room.
• Hold hands in public,
open the car door for
her; treat her like you're
on your first date.

.
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Valentine's Day
To Kt;ith,
You . are the hottest guy in the world.
- The Girls at Pacers
T~ TJJY met>tees Te>m
tJDd '}l~,

.,

To Loren Nash,
Surprise! A ValsvtA.Lle. SoVlA-eoV\,e
tVi~V\,iv;
tVi~t
!jOIA.'re . entine's message to
sqy, I love you
rwLL!:j
11\,e~to-r~ffr,c .
sVie ~L:;o Loves !jOIA. more every day!
ver!:'.1 VlA.IA.CVJ.
H-eLLoj,

Kelly and Annalou,
!Ila_,,. Hi Mom and Big
_.
Sis ... Hope everything is peachy as
can be! Happy Valenti'he's Day!

luek this sewester tJt>d J-t'.~:rY VtJ!er.rtrne's "Dgy.
- LiZtJ
~e>d

M'f dear Trevor, .
'( ou rol~ m'f world ...
\i~e ·a bad bo'f should!
- '(our t(it t::at

Mess~ges

I

®!lar Marky Mark,
1loV!l you, tton!ly!
- You Know Who

"arr:J V-Da:J!

- Motions ~oard

ity was a new religion. Emperor

Claudius II ordered the Roman soldiers
The Story Behind Valentine's Day · NOT
to marry or become engaged.

www.holidays. netlamore!

calender was different at that time, with
Claudius believed that as married men,
February falling in early springtime . ._
his soldiers would want to stay home
Tue holiday of Valentine's Day
One of the customs of the
with their families rather than fight his
probably derives its origins from the an- young people was name-drawing. On·
wars. Valentine defied the Emperor's
cient Roman feast of
the eve of the festival of Ludecree and secretly married the young
lupercalia. In the
percalia the names of Roman
couples. He was ev'entually arrested,
early days of Rome,
girls were written on slips of
imprisoned, and put to death.
"Legend has it that the
fierce wolves roamed
paper and placed into jars.
\Valentine was beheaded ' Oil
holiday became
the woods nearby.
Each young man drew a slip.
February 14th, the eve of the Roman
The Romans called
The girl whose name was
Valentine's Day after a
holiday Lupercalia. After his death,
upon , one of their
chosen was to be his sweet- ' Valentine was named a saint. As Rome
priest named Valentine."
gods, Lupercus, . · to
heart for the year.
became more Christian, the priests
Legend has it that
keep the wolves away. .
moved the spring holiday from the 15th
the holiday became Valentine's Day
A festival held in honor of Lupercus was
of February to the 14th - Valentine's
celebrated · February 15th. The festival
after a priest named Valentine. He was
Day. Now the holiday 'honored Sa'int
was celebrated as a spring festival . Their a priest in Rome at, the time ChristianValentine instead of Lupercus.
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